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: Improved Face Detection accuracy and recall based on different ex

Improved Face Detection accuracy and recall based on different exposure time.
This invention is related to the camera and video processing technology area, especially
for the auto zoom-in cameras

Background
Group framing and active talker are popular AI features in videoconferencing camera
products. They are based on accurate face detection. Deep learning based face
detection now can achieve high accuracy in most common scenarios. But in some
special circumstances, such as underexposed or overexposed environments, it doesn’t
work very well and causes a poor user experience.
To solve this problem, we now do face detection in different exposure environments and
combine these results. This greatly improves the accuracy and recall of face detection
and enable cameras to work well in a wider range of environments.
On some digital cameras, automatic exposure mode is a standard feature that will
automatically determine the correct exposure based on the light in the whole frame.
Then the camera output frames are used to do face detection.
If some local areas are underexposed or overexposed, people in these areas may not
been detected. So we need to improve the face detection algorithm to work on wider
environments.
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Description
The existing face detection algorithms do not work very well on underexposed (as
shown in figure 1) and overexposed (as shown in figure 2) frames. In the figures, the
green rectangle boxes indicate the detected faces and the floating numbers are the
respective confidence scores. As shown in the figures, even using FaceBoxes, a CPU
real-time face detector with high accuracy, some faces are still not detected or have low
confidence scores, https://github.com/TropComplique/FaceBoxes-tensorflow.

Figure 1. face detection result on underexposure environment
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Figure 2. face detection result on overexposure environment.
Switching to larger and more accurate neural networks didn’t work either because of the
missing details in underexposure and overexposure environments. Instead, to solve this
problem, we need to change the exposure value. As shown in figure 3 and figure 4,
after adjusting the exposure, we are now able to detect all faces with FaceBoxes.

Figure 3. face detection result on modified underexposure environment.
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Figure 4. face detection result on modified overexposure environment.
Some digital cameras have one global camera which is only used to do face detection.
We assume that the output frame rate is 30 FPS.
As explained in the above figures, combining face detection results with high exposure
frame and low exposure frames will increase accuracy and recall. For simplicity, we can
divide the global camera output frames to be high exposure (EV 1.0) 15 FPS , and low
exposure (EV -1.0 ) 15 FPS. Then we do face detection in both high exposure frame
and low exposure frame. The two frame detection results will combine together. If two
detections IOU(intersection over union) is bigger than 0.7, we consider they are same
people and delete the less confidence result. As shown in Figure 5-I.

Camera

Figure 5-I. Example digital camera detection simple pipeline
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For a more complicated method, we can change the detection frame exposure value
dynamically, and it will be more accurate. How to set the proper EV(exposure value) for
face detection is very important. This can be done by calculating foreground EV. To do
foreground extraction, we need to keep the camera to have at least 15 consecutive
frames with default auto exposure. Because the detection needs to take a long time,
this can be satisfied. Then we compare the foreground exposure value with the default
auto exposure value. If the exposure value diffs less than 0.5, we will request a low
exposure ( EV -1.0)frame and a high exposure (EV 1.0) frame based on the default
exposure value, otherwise we will request a foreground exposure value frame and an
auto exposure value frame. Then we detect these two frame and combine the detection
results with IOU threshold 0.7
Example
digital
camera

Figure 5-II. Example digital camera detection complex pipeline
On a 2nd Example of a digital camera, there only exists one camera. The common
output frames use default auto exposure based on whole frame. We assume that the
output fame rate is 30 FPS. Then we use motion detection or some other deep learning
method to do foreground extraction and calculate the foreground exposure value. We
will request external frame with foreground exposure value and detect faces on that
frame. Finally we will combine these two image detection results with IOU threshold 0.7.
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Example
digital
camera

Figure 6. 2nd Example digital camera detection pipeline
This invention improves the face detection accuracy of video conferencing products and
can be widely applied to all kinds of face detection algorithms. In this way, products can
work in a broader environment, increasing the utilization rate of cameras and improve
the user experience.
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